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X. Substitutes in Hell: Schemes of
Atonement in the Ezra Apocalypses
MEGHAN HENNING 
l. Soteriology in the Ezra Apocalypses and in Early Christianity:
An Introduction
Based upon their genre, anyone who is unfamiliar with the Ezra 
apocalypses might naively assume that these texts conceive of salva­
tion primarily in terms of a cosmic battle. In this theory of atonement, 
authors employ the language of spiritual warfare and imagine a dual­
istic world in which God and Satan are opposed and God ultimately 
wins the day. In the early twentieth century, Gustaf Aulen(1879-1977) 
renewed interest in the idea that salvation was won for humans via a 
victory over evil powers, tracing the idea to patristic authors and labe­
ling Christus victor a 'classical theory of atonement' .1 Perhaps nobody
will be very surprised to learn that the so-called 'apocryphal' apoca­
lypses do not play a very large role in Aulen's history of early Chris­
tian conceptions of atonement. And yet in each of the Ezra apocalypses 
the dialogue between Ezra and God touches on questions of human 
salvation. 2
In The Other Christs, Candida Moss provides an analysis of the 
soteriological schema in the Acts of the martyrs that calls into ques­
tion previous histories of ancient Christian conceptions of atonement. 
1 G. Aulen, Christus Victor: An Historical Study of the Three Main Types
of the Idea of Atonement, trans. A.G. Herbert (New York, 1969). 
2 Although the Ezra apocalypses comprise a diverse body of literature, 
spanning a broad range of historical contexts, the way in which they build 
upon the tradition that began in 4 Ezra warrants our treating them as a family 
of texts. Our diachronic reading of the theme of soteriology in the Ezra apoc­
alypses is intended to be sensitive to the historical problems intrinsic to such 
a reading practice. 
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Moss has demonstrated that Aul en's influential attempt to identify a 
'classical' theory of atonement in antiquity and late antiquity fails on 
two major fronts, both of which obscure the diversity of early Christian 
thought.3 First, Aulen completely overlooks the thought represented 
by early Christian literature from 200-400 CE, attributing the imagery 
of the devil swallowing the fishhook (that he identifies with Christus 
victor) to Gregory of Nyssa rather than the Acts of the martyrs.4 Sec­
ond, Aulen's myopic focus on Christ leads him to ignore other expres­
sions of soteriology in which other characters (martyrs, saints, etc.) 
played central roles in the atoning drama. As we examine the expres­
sions of soteriology in the Ezra apocalypses, Moss's work opens the 
door to understanding how and why Ezra might have offered him­
self as a substitute for the damned in the Latin Vis. of Ezra and the 
Gk. Apoc. Ezra. In her reading of the martyrdom acta as 'earnestly 
theological' ,5 Moss observes that multiple schemes of atonement were 
often operative in tandem: 
Though we have examined them discretely, these elements often appear 
in nuanced and integrated forms in the same texts. These concepts were 
frequently interwoven in a manner so that while one particular soterio­
logical model may dominate our interpretation of that individual account, 
other models nevertheless resonate in the background of the narrative.6
Here we hope to consider the Ezra apocalypses in a similar manner, 
not as systematic attempts at constructive theology, but as important 
reflections of early Christian thinking about atonement.7 In this paper 
3 C.R. Moss, The Other Christs: Imitating Jesus in Ancient Christian Ideol­
ogies of Martyrdom (Oxford, 2010) 101. 
4 Moss, Other Christs, 92-93, notes that although Aulen finds traces of this 
idea in Irenaeus and Origen, he believes that it finds its 'fullest exposition' 
in Gregory of Nyssa. 
5 Moss, Other Christs, 102. 
6 Moss, Other Christs, 110. 
7 For descriptions of different strands of soteriological thought in early 
Christianity and their relationship to Jewish and Greek ideas of sacrifice see 
F.M. Young, The Use of Sacrificial Ideas in Greek Christian Writers fi-om
the New Testament to John Chrysostom (Cambridge, Mass., 1979). While
Young's schema offers a helpful heuristic tool for seeing the distinctions
between many of the available ideas, we are careful to observe that these
categories did not operate for early Christians as fixed and mutually exclu­
sive theologies.
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I will examine some of the key soteriological scenes in the Ezra apoc­
alypses, beginning with the more striking imagery of Ezra's offer to 
suffer in place of the damned that we find in the Latin Vis. of Ezra 
and the Gk. Apoc. Ezra. Then, we will examine the distinctive ways in 
which each of the Ezra apocalypses employs the cosmic battle motif, 
paying careful attention to the ways in which the elements of the 
cosmic battle interact with the trope of the seer's ongoing debate with 
God. This paper will also consider the practical soteriological prescrip­
tions that occur within many of the Ezra apocalypses, and their rela­
tionship to other early Christian understandings of prayer as an enact­
ment of an atoning sacrifice. Finally, I will discuss the implications of 
our findings for the study of Christian history, arguing that the diver­
sity of soteriological thought that we find in the Ezra apocalypses is 
'theologically instructive', and representative of the multi-dimensional 
ways that early Christians thought about atonement in antiquity and 
late antiquity. 
2. Vicarious Expiatory Suffering or a Moral Exemplar? Rereading
Substitutionary Atonement in the Ezra Apocalypses and Exo­
dus 32: 30-32
Perhaps because of genre expectations, Ezra's request that he 'perish' 
(Latin Vis. of Ezra 89) or 'be condemned' (Gk. Apoc. Ezra 1: 11) in 
place of the damned is a striking expression of substitutionary atone­
ment. In both cases the seer addresses God, framing the need for his 
action in terms of an appeal to Divine justice rather than as a grand 
battle against evil. In the Latin Vis. of Ezra this request comes near 
the end of the text and is Ezra's last attempt to plead with God for 
mercy, begging, 'If you created both the sinners and me, it is better 
for me to perish than for the whole world (to perish)' .8 (Si peccatores 
et me tu creasti, melius est perdre me quam totum mundum). In this 
8 Latin Vision of Ezra 89. Unless otherwise noted, translations of the Latin
Vis. of Ezra are from R. Bauckham, 'The Latin Vision of Ezra: A New Trans­
lation and Introduction', in Bauckham et al. (eds.), Old Testament Pseude­
pigrapha: More Noncanonical Scriptures (Grand Rapids, 2013), 515-28. The 
Latin of the long recension is available in P.-M. Bogaert, 'Une version longue 
inedite de la "Visio Beati Esdrae" dans le legendier de Teano, Barberini 
Lat. 2318', RevBen. 94 (1984) 50-70; see also Bremmer and Schmitt, this 
volume, Chapters IX and XIII, respectively. 
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case, Ezra is successful, and God grants the damned a weekend off 
from tmment each week in exchange for Ezra's life (Latin Vis. Ezra 90). 
In the Gk. Apoc.Ezra, Ezra's offer is worded differently, and comes 
at the outset of the text, instead of at the culmination of the dialogue. 
Ezra asks God to have mercy on the 'works of your hands,' framing 
the logic of his request in terms of justice and punishment: 'Condemn 
me rather than the souls of the sinners, for it is better to punish one soul 
and not to bring the whole world to destruction' (t�L£ Kptvov urri::p 1:&v 
\j/DXCDV 1:CDV aµapn.OACDV crn�L<.ptpcl yap �Liav \j/DXT)V KOAacmcr0m, Kai 
µ17 OAOV 'COY KOCY�LOV de; arrCOActaV arruynv.).9 Unlike the Latin 
Vision, here God does not respond favorably to Ezra's request, and 
simply reminds Ezra of the ethical rubric of the apocalyptic perspective 
- the righteous receive rewards in the heavens and the wicked are
punished because they 'deserve' God's wrath. 10 God even expresses an
inability to show mercy in the Gk. Apoc. of Ezra, saying 'I have no way
to be merciful to them'.
Before we go too much further in our comparison of these two 
Ezra apocalypses, we must address their 'complicated' relationship. 
As Richard Bauckham and Jan Bremmer have argued, the publica­
tion of the longest recension (B) of the Latin Vis. of Ezra, has shifted 
our understanding of the relationship between the various Latin 
9 Greek Apocalypse of Ezra 1: 11. Unless otherwise noted, English transla­
tions are from M.E. Stone, 'Greek Apocalypse of Ezra', in J.H. Charlesworth 
(ed.), The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, 2 vols (Garden City, N.Y., 1983) 
1.561-613. The Greek text is available in 0. Wahl, Apocalypsis Esdrae; 
Apocalypsis Sedrach,· VisioBeati Esdrae (Leiden, 1977). 
10 See, Rev 20: 12-15, for example. For a discussion of the role of deeds 
vs. belief in Revelation see A.Y. Collins, 'Is Hershel Doomed to the Lake 
of Fire?', Bibi. Arch. Rev. 37 (2011) 26. For other NT passages that equate 
one's behavior or 'deeds' with his or her eternal fate, see Matt 3: l 0-12; 5: 22, 
29, 30; 7: 13-14, 19; 12:36-37; 16:24-28; 22: 13; 25:30, 41; Rom 2:9-10; 
Jas 2:24; lPet 1:17. Some of these NT conceptions of eternal punishment 
are fused with the apocalyptic visions of the early Christian apocalypses, 
which share the emphasis on deeds as the basis for determining one's eter­
nal fate: Apoc.Pet. l; 2; 3; 6; 13; Apoc. Paul 7; 9; 10; 14; 16; 17; 18; 
Latin Vis. Ezra 61. Th.J. Kraus and T. Nicklas, Das Petrusevangelium und 
die Petrus-apokalypse: Die griechischen Fragmente niit deutscher und eng­
lischer Ubersetzung (Berlin, 2004); Th. Silverstein and A. Hilhorst (eels), 
Apocalypse of Paul: A New Critical Edition o
f 
Three Long Latin Versions 
(Geneve, 1997). 
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manuscripts of this text, as well as the relationship between the Latin 
Vis. of Ezra and the Gk. Apoc. of Ezra.'' Whereas Mueller and Robbins 
previously worked from the assumption that the shortest manuscript (V) 
was the earliest version of the Latin Vision, 12 Flavio Nuvolone 's French 
translation and critical edition of the text rely upon manuscript (B), 
the longest recension that was published in 1984 by Pierre-Maurice 
Bogaert. 13 Following Bogaert and Nuvolone, Bauckham argues that 
the Gk. Apoc. of Ezra represents a 'step-by-step' abbreviation of the 
Latin Vis. of Ezra, and that both texts and the Apoc. of Sedr. were 
composed from a Greek Urtext that was written 'sometime in the 
second, third or fourth centuries C.E.'. 14 
2.1 Reading Ezra as a 'New Moses': Vicarious Suffering or a Moral 
Exemplar? 
In his most recent work on the Latin Vis. Ezra, Bauckham elaborates 
on the theological tendencies of the text, explaining that Ezra's offer 
to 'stand in' for the damned is a reading of Exodus 32:30-32, and part 
of the text's effort to depict Ezra as a 'second Moses'. 15 Bauckham 
traces the 'new Moses' theme to 4 Ezra, arguing that, at least in part, 
11 R. Bauckham, 'Hell in the Latin Vision o.f Ezra', in T. Nicklas et al. (eds),
Other Worlds and their Relation to this World: Early Jewish and Ancient 
Christian Traditions (Leiden, 2010) 323-42 and 'The Latin Vision of Ezra', 
498-528; Bremmer, this volume, Ch. IX.
12 J.R. Mueller and G.A. Robbins, 'Vision of Ezra', in Charlesworth, Old 
Testament Pseudepigrapha, 1.581-90. 
13 Bogaert, 'Une version longue inedited de la "Visio Beati Esdrae", also 
argued that this long recension represented a more original version of the work, 
even though the text is often corrupt. For the French translation based pri­
marily upon manuscript B, see F.G. Nuvolone, 'Vision d'Esdras', in F. Bovon 
and P. Geoltrain (eds), Ecrits apocryphes chretiens, 2 vols (Paris, 1997-2005) 
1.595-632. 
14 Bauckham, 'Hell in the Latin Vision of Ezra', 326. Wbile we provision­
ally accept this hypothesis regarding the relationship between the Latin Vis. 
Ezra and the Gk. Apoc. Ezra, our soteriological investigation will also raise 
questions about whether the theological tendencies of the two texts suppo1t 
this hypothesis in every instance. 
15 Bauckham, 'The Latin Vision of Ezra', 505-13, is an expansion of Bauck­
ham's earlier thesis, 'Hell in the Latin Vision of Ezra', 336-40. Although the 
following argument attempts to call into question some of the details of Bauck­
ham 's theological reading of the Ezra apocalypses, I am greatly indebted to his 
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the author of the Urtext behind the Latin Vis. Ezra and the Gk. Apoc. 
Ezra is borrowing this motif from the oldest of the Ezra pseude­
pigrapha. 16 Latin Vis. Ezra 89 is one of three such Mosaic h·opes that 
Bauckham identifies that are independent of 4 Ezra. 17 For the purposes 
of our study of atonement in the Ezra apocalypses, then, the question 
is whether the reference to Moses would have been readily understood, 
or whether the Latin Vis. of Ezra 89 is more at home with other early 
Christian understandings of atonement. 
Although this interpretation fits with the tendency to depict Ezra 
as a second Moses in the Ezra apocalypses, it is a strange reading of 
Exodus 32:30-32, even among early Christian readers of the text. 18 In 
his interpretation, Bauckham argues that Ezra's offer is parallel to the 
request of Moses 'to be judged in place of his people' . 19 If we look 
at the text of Exodus 32:30-32, however, this is not the request Moses 
makes: 
On the next day Moses said to the people, "You have sinned a great sin. 
But now I will go up to the LORD; perhaps I can make atonement for 
work on these texts, and do so with the utmost respect. For Ezra and Moses, 
see also Sternberger, this volume, Chapter I. 
16 Bauckharn, 'The Latin Vision of Ezra', 510, notes that the concept of Ezra 
as the 'new Moses' was likely inspired by Ezra's introduction of the Torah to 
the people after the exile (Ezra 7: 10, 25; Neh 8: 1-8; lEsd 8:7, 23; 9:37-48), 
but finds extensive theological expression in 4 Ezra. M.E. Stone, Fourth 
Ezra (Minneapolis, 1990) 304, 373, 377, 415-18, 441, explores the trope of 
Ezra as a second Moses in 4 Ezra, which he thinks culminates in 4 Ezra 14. 
See also E. Glicker Chazon, 'Moses' Struggle for his Soul: A Prototype for 
the Testament of Abraham, the Greek Apocalypse of Ezra and the Apoca­
lypse of Sedrach', Second Century 5 (1986) 151-64. 
17 Bauckharn,'The Latin Vision of Ezra', 511-12, argues that the offer of 
substitution (89), the punishment of sins explicitly forbidden in the Torah and 
the refusal to surrender his soul in death (93-116), are all unique ways in 
which the Latin Vision of Ezra (and also the Greek Apocalypse of Ezra in a 
less dramatic sense) depicts Ezra as a 'new Moses'. 
18 C. Meyers, Exodus (Cambridge, 2005) 260, describes Moses' request as
'selfless', because of his willingness to die, but she treats that element of the 
story as discrete from his intercessory request for forgiveness for the people. 
Likewise, V.P. Hamilton, Exodus: An Exegetical Comnientary (Grand Rapids, 
2011) 556, notes that although Christian commentators sometimes parallel this 
passage with Rom 9:3-4, Moses' request is not the same as Paul's 'wish' that 
he could offer himself as a substitute for the people of Israel. 
19 Bauckharn, 'Hell in the Latin Vision of Ezra', 340. 
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your sin." So Moses returned to the LORD and said, "Alas, this people 
has sinned a great sin; they have made for themselves gods of gold. But 
now, if you will only forgive their sin - but if not, blot me out of the 
book that you have written". But the LORD said to Moses, "Whoever 
has sinned against me I will blot out of my book". (Exod 32:30-32). 
Although his ascent up the mountain to 'make atonement' (:,�-, or 
tl;i11,aoxoµm in the LXX) for his people might put a Christian reader 
in the mindset of vicarious suffering, he actually issues an ultimatum, 
demanding that he perish if God is not able to have mercy on the 
people. 
This is a very different request than the ones that we find in 
the Latin Vis. Ezra and the Gk. Apoc. Ezra. In the text of Exodus 32 
Moses is similarly begging for mercy for his people, but his prayer is 
the atoning act, not his request to die. In fact, Exodus 32 is explicitly 
excluded by Sam K. Williams in his discussion of vicarious expiatory 
suffering in the Hebrew Bible, arguing that 'the interpretation that 
Moses expresses his willingness to die in place of or even on behalf 
of the people of Israel is incorrect', and that Moses instead is offering 
to 'stand with them and share their fate'. 20 This close reading of Exo­
dus 32:30-33 suggests that even if readers of the Ezra apocalypses did 
have Exodus 32 in mind, this would lead them to see Ezra's request 
as an expression of solidarity with the damned, and not as an act of 
atonement for sin. 
2.2 The History of Interpretation o_f"Exodus 32:30-32: Diverse Read-
ing Practices 
Alternatively, in defense of Bauckham 's reading, we might imagine 
that although the text of Exodus 32 does not explicitly cast Moses' 
request in the same light as Ezra's, that Second Temple Jews or other 
early Christians would still have read both texts as examples of vicar­
ious expiatory su ffering. The history of interpretation of Exodus 32, 
however, does not uniformly endorse this reading as a dominant 
20 S.K. Williams, Jesus' Death as Saving Event: The Background and Ori­
gin of Concept (Missoula, 1975) 102-03. See also, N.M. Sarna, The JPS Torah 
Commentary: Exodus (Philadelphia, 1991) 208-09, who argues that this pas­
sage focuses on the willingness of Moses to sacrifice himself, offering to die 
if the people are blotted out of the Book of Life (understanding 'blotting' as a 
metonym for death here). 
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interpretation of the Exodus pericope.21 From the perspective of ancient 
Jewish readers, the offer of Moses to have his name 'blotted out of the 
book of life' is simply not the most noteworthy feature of the Exodus 
32 story, and does not receive much comment. In the works of Philo, 
for instance, we find extensive treatments of the preceding incident in 
Exodus 32:26-29, the story of the Levites killing 3,000 of their kin 
- but Philo makes no mention of Exodus 32:30-32, even in his long
works on Moses.22 Likewise, Josephus recounts the entire narrative of
the Exodus 32 story without remark on the attempt of Moses to make
atonement for the people, and his subsequent offer of death.23 It is not
until the eleventh century that we find a Jewish interpretation of Moses
offering to die for the people, in the Midrash Lekach Tov. 24 In this
text, Tuviah ben Elizer quotes Isaiah 63: 11 as a proof text, applying
early Christian exegetical practices to Exodus 32, saying that 'Moses
gave his life for Israel, and therefore they have his name'. 25 In this
medieval reading of Exodus 32, the early Christian focus on dying
'for' others appears to be operative.26
Several of the earliest Christian readings of Exodus 32 see Moses 
as an example of Christian virtue because he is willing to sacrifice 
21 The Hebrew and LXX are very close to one another for Exodus 32:30-
32. 
22 Philo, Drunkenness 15.63-67; Sacr. 38.128-31; Flight 17.91; Spec.
Laws 3 .126-128. In these texts Philo offers similar figural readings of the 
Levites killing the 3,000, arguing that his readers should 'kill' their 'nearest 
and dearest' (their speech or their body) because it inteiferes with their mind. 
In these passages the Levites, not Moses, are the ultimate example of making 
personal sacrifice for the sake of 'true religion' or purity. See especially Philo, 
Drunkenness 15.63-67 and Flight 17.91. 
23 Josephus Ant. 3.96-100. 
24 Midr. Lekach Tov ad Exod 32:30-32: Nrq,•oc Nri,�,r (npl;, :ii�) m�w 
T1Wi!:l '::> NWT1 pi!:l :ii;, 1�'0 :ii;, :ii;,) ;,ri;.1i ON NWT1 CT1N�M CNi rN 'JM� Nl. i�l;,� 
1mw ,wcl l;,;.1 l;,N,W\ 7:,•cl;, iN,pl l;,;.1 ,�w, ,,:,r•, -�- cl;,i;.1 ;,w� m;.1 i1'N cl;,;.1�;, 
c•� (';JW'' .lC N'). From the sixteenth century onwards, and possibly due to a 
printer's mistake, the collection became known as Pesikta Zutarta. The e1rnr 
was corrected in the nineteenth century. I am extremely grateful to Zev Far­
ber, who called my attention to this reference. 
25 Tuviah here makes the connection to Isaiah 63 based upon the phrase 
moshe 'amo in the Hebrew, which he is translating literally 'Moses his 
nation'. 
26 See discussion of this theme in John and martyrdom literature below. 
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his own life. In 1 Clement the actions of Moses are described as an 
example for the Corinthian presbyters, arguing that they should be 
willing to leave the church if schisms have arisen on account of them. 
Here, the letter interprets Moses as exemplar of humility because 
he was willing to be 'wiped out' (1 Clem. 53). Likewise, Clement of 
Alexandria repeatedly cites Exodus 32:30-33 as a model to be imitated, 
explaining that both men and women can attain 'perfection' if they 
follow his example, exclaiming 'How great was his willingness to die 
together with the people, rather than be saved alone'! 27 For both of 
these early Christian authors the sacrifice of Moses is a model, but not 
because his death was in any way expiatory.28
In contrast, Tertullian does read Exodus 32:30-32 as Moses mak­
ing an expiatory offering of himself, pre-figuring Christ.29 Tertullian 
remarks that Marcion views Moses as 'superior' to God because he 
was the 'averter' of God's anger, and then explains that he 'pities' 
Marcion because he does not know 'Christ, prefigured in the person 
of Moses, as the deprecator of the Father, and the offerer of his own 
life for the salvation of the people'. Because of this atoning sacrifice, 
Tertullian also sees Moses as an example of the rewards afforded 
through vicarious suffering, arguing, 'at that instant the nation was 
really given to Moses'. 30 Thus the idea that Moses offers his life to 
atone for sin does not appear until the early third century, and is 
expressed by Tertullian in combination with the same emphasis on 
Moses as ethical model that we saw in the other early Christian inter­
pretations of this passage. Based upon this brief survey of the history 
of interpretation of Exodus 32, the interpretation of the Latin Vision of 
Ezra 89 that Bauckham proposed is most akin to the reading we find 
27 Clem. Alex. Strom. 19. See also Paecl. 7, in which Clement again reads 
Exod 32:30-32 is a pedagogical example. Here he argues that the Instructor 
taught Moses to educate people through the fear of being blotted out of the 
book. 
28 See also Barn. 4.8 and 14.2-3, in which Barnabas describes himself as a
scapegoat and cites Exodus 32: 7 in prose that drips with the language of 
sacrifice but does not seem to see Exodus 32: 30-32 as an act of sacrificial 
atonement. 
29 Tert. Marc. 26, paraphrases Exodus 32:30-32. 
30 Tert. Marc. 26 also argues that these rewards a.re the privilege bestowed 
on Moses because he is 'a faithful man and a prophet', connecting his char­
acter with this particular action. 
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in Tertullian, suggesting that this passage of the apocalypse reflects 
early Christian reading practices surrounding Exodus.31
2.3 'It is Better.for Me To Perish ... ': Jnte,preting Substitution Language 
One of the key problems with understanding the offer of substitution 
that Ezra makes in the Latin Vis. of Ezra 89 and the Gk. Apoc. Ezra I: 11 
is that there seems to be more than one subtext in play. Although we 
have demonstrated that the substitution language expressed here is 
not an exact parallel to Exodus 32:30-32, the framework of Ezra's 
ongoing argumentation with God recalls the expression of this theme 
in 4 Ezra and the Mosaic parallels that we find there. 32 But even as 
Ezra's dialogue recalls the back and forth of Moses and YHWH, it also 
reminds us of Johanine soteriology (John 11 :50; also in John 18: 14).33 
The language that is used to express Ezra's offer to be condemned 
or perish is couched in the comparative 'it is better', a form of the 
common expression 'it is better not to be born/ to be dead' that we 
find throughout the Hebrew Bible and apocalyptic literature.34 Typi­
cally, this phrase is used to mourn the sad state of humanity's sinful 
condition. However, the phrasing of the comparative in Latin Vis. 
Of Ezra 89 and Gk. Apoc. Ezra l: 11 is accomplishing something 
different, comparing the death of Ezra with the death/punishment of 
31 Whereas Bauckham, 'Hell in the Latin Vision of Ezra', 337-38, has 
argued for an early Jewish version of the Urtext of the Latin Vision, our brief 
survey of the history of interpretation suggests that the reading strategies of 
the vision are Christian and not Jewish. For fmther discussion of the dating 
and provenance of the Latin Vision, see Bremmer, this volume, Ch. IX.2. 
32 See Bauckham, Stone, and Chazon in note 16 above. 
33 See the comment of Nuvolone, 627, who argues that Latin Vis. Ezra 89 
more strongly resembles John 11: 50, and that this is a reason to think that the 
formulation in Gk. Apoc. Ezra l: 11 is the more ancient formulation. On the 
antiquity of the 'punishment' fonn of the saying, see also Apoc. Sedr. 8: 11. 
34 lKgs 19:4; Jer 15:10; 20:14; 20:17-18; Job 3:11; 10:18; Jonah 4:3; 
Qoh 4:2-3; Mark 14:21 and parallels; 1 Enoch 38:2; 2 Apoc. Bar 10:6; 
2 Enoch 41 :2; Henn. Vis. 23:6; Apoc. Pet. 3; Apoc. Paul 40, 42 ; Gk. Apoc. 
Maryl l In the Ezra apocalypses: 4 Ezra 4: 12; 7:46; 7:62; 7: 116, cf. 7:69; 
13: 13-20; Gk. Apoc. Ezra l :6; 1 :21; 5 :9; 5: 14; and Apoc. Sedr. 4:2. See 
also discussion of this expression in Stone, 4 Ezra, 86, and M. Henning, Edu­
cating Early Christians through the Rhetoric of Hell: 'Weeping and Gnashing 
of Teeth' as Paideia in Matthew and the Early Church (TUbingen, 2014) 
104, 197. 
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all of humanity. If we place these two passages beside John 11 :50, 
we notice that the formulation of the Lat. Vis. Ezra 89 follows the 
wording of Caiaphas from the Gospel of John more closely: 35
John 11: 50 'You do not understand that it is better for you to have one 
man die for the people than to have the whole nation destroyed'. 
OU◊E Aoyi�ccr0£ 6-n cruµcpepct 6µ1v tva d� avupcorco� d:n:o0avn OTCEp 
10U Aaou Kai µ17 OAOV 10 t0vo� <irc6A171at. 
Latin Vis. Ezra 89 'it is better for me to perish than for the whole world 
(to perish)'. 
Si peccatores et me tu creasti, melius est perdre me quam totum 
mundum 
Gk. Apoc. Ezra 1: 11 'it is better to punish one soul and not to bring the 
whole world to destruction'. 
cruµcpepct yap �Liav \lfUX17V KOAacracr0at, Kai µ17 OAOV 10V KO<J�LOV cl� 
UTTCDActav arcayctV. 
In John, the comparison that Caiaphas makes is part of a comprehensive 
schema of interpreting the death of Jesus as a life-giving sacrifice.36
35 Although the wording is not exactly the same, this use of the compara­
tive in the Ezra apocalypses is conceptually closer to John 11: 50 than it is 
to either the statement of Moses in Exodus 32, or the simple traditional use 
of the comparative "it is better not to be born/to be dead." 
36 In John, the words of Caiaphas are what Burton Mack calls 'a succinct
rationalization of a surrogate victim sacrifice', which unveils the 'mytho­
logical mechanism' of the passion in John's Gospel. B. Mack, 'The Innocent 
Transgressor: Jesus in Early Christian Myth and History', Semeia 33 (1985) 
135-65 at 143, critiques Girard 's reading of John 11: 50, which fails to account
for its context in the Gospel, or the extent to which scapegoating is an overt
'structural mechanism,' in all the gospels (contra R. Girard, le Bouc emissaire,
[Paris, 1982]). F.J. Moloney, 'Can Everyone be Wrong? A Reading of John 11.1-
12.8 ', NTS 49 (2003) 505-27 at 522, argues that Caiaphas here 'recalls the
tradition of the Maccabean martyrs, whose death gave life to the nation'.
Within the context of John as a whole, these words signal Jesus' movement
towards death, and are part of the same 'symantic network of Love-relations'
that is identified by J. Frey, 'Love-Relations in the Fourth Gospel: Establishing
a Semantic Network', in G. Van Belle et al. (eds), Repetitions and Variations
in the Fourth Gospel: Style, Text, Interpretation (Leuven, 2009) 171-98. As
Frey notes here and in 'Die Deutung des Tades Jesu als Stellvertretung: Neu­
testamentliche Perspektiven', in B. Janowski et al. (eds), Stellvertretung:
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While both the Ezra apocalypses appear to blend Johanine imagery of 
substitutionary sacrifice with the standard apocalyptic trope, the Latin 
Vis. Ezra does so more explicitly (whereas the language of the Gk.
Apoc. Ezra fits the judicial context of the apocalypse more aptly). In 
addition to drawing upon the concept of one man dying in place of 
many as a substitute, the Latin Vis. Ezra also places Ezra's request at 
the end of the text, and immediately follows it with God's capitula­
tion. In the Latin Vis. Ezra, Ezra's request to stand in as a substitute 
for the damned is the theological crescendo of the text. 37 In this way, 
the location of Ezra's offer to perish lays the theological framework 
for Ezra's death, the same way that the language of sacrificial death 
in John prepares readers for the death of Jesus. 
The theological emphasis that is placed on the substitutionary act 
in the Latin Vis. of Ezra is not only reminiscent of Johanine soteriol­
ogy, but also recalls the way that the language of sacrifice is used 
to describe martyrdom.38 Ignatius uses the 'It is better' language to 
describe his own martyrdom as the obvious choice of imitation of 
Christ over worldly power: 
Neither the ends of the earth nor the kingdoms of this age are of any 
use to me. It is better for me to die for Jesus Christ than to rule over the 
ends of the earth. Him I seek, who died on our behalf; him I long for, 
who rose again for our sake.39
Theologische, philosphische und kulturelle Aspekte (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 2006) 
87-121, the concept of substitution or dying 'for' others is a critical category
for understanding the death of Jesus in John (cf. John 13: 1; 15: 13).
37 In the Gk. Apoc. Ezra, this request is at the outset of the text, and Ezra's
request is rejected, following trend of the other Ezra apocalypses.
38 Compare also, the citation of John 15: 13 in Apoc. Sedr. 1 :25, a section 
of the apocalypse that was thought to have been added later, around 1000 CE. 
See S. Agourides, 'Apocalypse of Sedrach ', in Charlesworth, Old Testament 
Pseudepigrapha, 1.605-13. As Moss, Other Christs, 49-53, argues, the Johan­
nine commandment to 'love' by 'laying down one's life for one's friends' 
became the ethical basis for martyrdom in the early Church (cf. John 15: 13). 
She cites the example of the Martyrdom of Lucius and Montanus, in which 
Fl avian notes that Jesus gave the command 'when he was close to death', 
highlighting the way that his own death mirrors that of Jesus (Mart. Luc. 23.3). 
Similarly, the placement of Ezra's offer of substitution at the end of the Latin 
Vis. Ezra emphasizes the parallels to the passion narrative. 
39 lgn. Rom. 6.l. 
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Although Ignatius is not talking about trading his death for the lives 
of others in this passage, he does view his death as a vicarious sacri­
fice that would effect atonement.40 The request that Ezra makes to 
stand in as a substitute for the damned is based upon the same premise 
- that righteous persons can participate in the cosmic drama by offer­
ing their lives for the sake of others. In particular, God's favorable
response in the Latin Vis. Ezra recalls the eternal rewards for vicar­
ious suffering in the martyrdom literature, in which God immediately
assures Ezra that he will be 'where the righteous are' .41
The purpose of this lengthy discussion of the concept of substi­
tutionary atonement in the Latin Vis. Ezra and the Gk. Apoc. Ezra is 
not to demonstrate that these early Christian authors were not reading 
Exodus and were reading John.42 Rather, the lines of textual and con­
ceptual influence in ancient and late ancient Christian understandings 
of atonement were multi-directional, such that one early Christian 
audience could have easily heard Johanine soteriology in the text, 
while others (particularly those familiar with the 'new Moses' trope 
in 4 Ezra) would have read Exodus 32 right along with Tertullian and 
· 40 Ign. Rom. 2.2, 4.2; Eph. 2 1. l; Smyrn. 10.2; Pol. 2.3, 6.1. For discus­
sion of the ways in which the martyrs understood their deaths as expiatory
sacrifices, modeled after that of Jesus, see Young, The Use of Sacrificial
Ideas, 107-11, 129-34, 223-38; Moss, Other Christs, 83-84.
41 Latin Vis. Ezra 92. In the Gk. Apoc. Ezra 1: 11-20 the request is not 
to die for the damned, but to be punished in their place, and God's response 
is firm, that the righteous earn their rewards in heaven and the sinners 
receive God's wrath in hell. Thus for the Gk. Apoc. Ezra, unlike much of 
early Christian thought, the idea of vicarious suffering is at odds with heav­
enly reward. While it is conceivable that a later redactor would remove 
God's merciful response, suggesting that the version in the Latin Vis. Ezra 
is closer to the Urtext, we have tried to argue here that the theology and 
wording of this passage in the Gk. Apoc. Ezra seems to fit more closely to 
the themes of 4 Ezra, and is probably closer to the original. For an example 
of early Christian objections to the concept of mercy for the damned see 
Augustine, Civ. 21.18. 
42 Moss, Other Christs, 225-26 n. 2, points to the dialogical nature of the
History of Interpretation, arguing that even 'canonical' or 'authoritative' texts 
were shaped by the contexts in which they were read. See also B.W. Breed, 
Nomadic Text: A Theory of Biblical Reception History (Bloomington, 2014) 
93-115, who uses insights from literary theory to shift the question from 
'what does this text mean' to 'what can it do'. 
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(later) with medieval audiences. Nevertheless, both Lat. Vis. Ezra and 
Gk. Apoc. Ezra appear to utilize the concepts of vicarious death for 
very different ends, such that the Gk. Apoc. Ezra l: 11 emphasizes 
eternal punishment and God's wrath, while Latin Vis. Ezra 89 depicts 
Ezra as the righteous substitute who is victorious in his quest for 
mercy for the damned and receives his eternal reward. 
3. Who Really Wins? The Blurring of Soteriological Schema
The concept of eternal 'winners' and 'losers' brings us back to the 
cosmic battle theory, and the distinctive ways in which the Ezra Apoc­
alypses work within the apocalyptic genre. The Ezra apocalypses are 
not unlike other Jewish and early Christian apocalypses in their dichot­
omous outlook on the world, an outlook that is sometimes expressed 
through the language of warfare.43 In the cosmic battle between God 
and evil (sometimes personified as the Devil) there are soldiers on 
each side, pitting the 'righteous' and 'obedient' against the 'wicked' 
and 'disobedient'. In apocalyptic literature the victory of the right­
eous is usually imagined as a future event, likely as part of an attempt 
to motivate readers to 'join forces' in some present day struggle that 
the apocalypse is attempting to name.44 In other early Christian liter­
ature that is aimed at assigning the status of 'victor' to those who have 
already fallen, the battle is reported to have been 'won' in the historical 
present, and readers are simply responsible for protecting their spiritual 
43 As A.Y. Collins, The Combat Myth in the Book of Revelation (Missoula, 
1976), has argued, the language of warfare between Goel and evil forces/ 
Satan has its roots in apocalyptic appropriations of the combat myth, as in 
Rev 12: 10-12. 
44 A.Y. Collins, Crisis and Catharsis: The Power of the Apocalypse (Phil­
adelphia, 1984). For recent discussion of the possible context behind the fre­
quent references to persecution in the Apocalypse of Peter see J.N. Bremmer, 
'Orphic, Roman, Jewish and Christian Tours of Hell: Observations on the 
Apocalypse of Peter', in Nicklas, Other Worlds and Their Relation to This 
World, 305-22, repr. in his Maidens, Magic and Martyrs in Early Christi­
anity: Collected Essays I (Tiibingen, 2017) 281-93; T. Nicklas, "Insider' 
und 'Outsider': Uberlegungen zum historischen Kontext der Darstellung 'jen­
seitiger Orte' in der Offenbarung des Petrus', in W. Ameling (ed.), Topogra­
phie des Jenseits: Studien zur Geschichte des Todes in Kaiserzeit und Spiitan­
tike (Stuttgart, 2011) 35-48. 
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territory from future incursions.45 In both types of eschatology, how­
ever, the soldiers 'fight' tlu·ough vigilance, prayer, and ethical action.46 
We find the purest expressions of a cosmic battle in 4 Ezra, 
5 Ezra, and 6 Ezra, and in the visions of the anti-Christ and the vic­
tory over Satan in the Latin Vis. of Ezra and the Questions of Ezra. 
4 Ezra sets the stage for the other apocalypses, with its dialogue 
between Uriel and Ezra. Ezra's dialogue focuses on questions about 
the origin of sin and human suffering, depicting salvation as only 
available to the 'few' who are righteous.47 In chapter 13, the eagle-man 
that rises from the sea is victorious over those who wish to conquer 
him, depicting scenes of typical cosmic combat.48 Likewise, we find 
a strong emphasis on individual obedience and guarding against sin 
in 5 Ezra and 6 Ezra, texts which both appear to have been influenced 
by the book of Revelation.49 5 Ezra prescribes proper treatment of the 
45 Aulen mistakenly attributes the earliest instance of Christus Victor sote­
riology to Gregory of Nyssa. As Moss, Other Christs, 88-94, demonstrates, 
the result of the cosmic battle in the Acts of the martyrs is always the victory 
of the martyrs and the trampling of the devil. She also observes that the 
agency of the individual was a motif in the earliest of the martyrdom litera­
ture, paving the way for humans to participate in the great cosmic drama and 
defeat the devil. 
46 In 1 Pet 5: 8 and Rev 20: 12-15 readers who are being exhorted to take 
a particular stand vis a vis the Roman empire are warned to maintain their 
ethical conduct as part of active participation in the 'battle'. Compm·e these 
texts to the outlook we find in Apocalypse of Paul, in which the highly spe­
cific ethical choices of individuals are not the 'weapon', but making ethical 
choices themselves seems to be the major 'battle' that the author wants his 
audience to imagine. 
47 In 4 Ezra 8:3 Ezra is told 'Many are created but few will be saved' and 
in 4 Ezra 8:37-40, those who have sinned will die, be judged and damned 
while the righteous will be saved and receive reward. 
48 G.K. Beale, 'The Problem of the Man from the Sea in IV Ezra 13 and 
its Relation to the Messianic Concept in John's Apocalypse', NovT 25 (1983) 
182-88, posits shared source material between Ezra 13 and Revelation.
49 The influence of Revelation and Matthew on 5 and 6 Ezra is noted in
D. Frankfurter, 'Beyond "Jewish Christianity": Continuing Religious Sub­
Cultures of the Second and Third Centuries and Their Documents', in
A.H. Becker and A.Y. Reed (eds), The Ways that Never Parted: Jews and
Christians in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages (Minneapolis, 2007),
138; T.A. Bergren, 'Fifth Ezra' and 'Sixth Ezra', in Bauckham, Old Testa­
ment Pseudepigrapha, 467-97. Regarding the relation of Revelation to 5 Ezra
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'least of these' (2:20) and obedience to the Law (2:40), promising 
that in return God will raise their dead and give them a place of honor 
in the resurrection (2: 23-24 ). The language of warfare is explicit, 
however, in 6 Ezra, in which readers are told to 'prepare yourselves 
for battle' (16: 40) and that salvation comes from carefully guarding 
against sin (16:74-78).50 The vision of the anti-Christ in the Latin Vis.
Ezra 69-79 also recalls the concept of a cosmic contest, describing 
a man who is 'like Lucifer' who will try to deceive Christians: this 
anti-Christ will be thin-lipped, have a uni-brow and he will not have 
knees, so that Christians can identify him as an imposter when he is 
unable to kneel in prayer. 51 Although the victory is ultimately won
through the liturgical performance of prayer, in the Ques. Ezra A3 l -
36; B9f, Satan and his punishing demons are ultimately defeated.52
Despite these typical depictions of apocalyptic warfare, the real 
contest in the Ezra apocalypses seems to be that between justice and 
mercy, a battle whose lines are redrawn in every text's retelling.53 If 
we see the origins of this debate in Exodus 32, then the starting point 
is a competition between justice and mercy in which 'justice' wins, 
and 6 Ezra, see also T. Nicklas, 'Rezeption und Nicht-Rezeption der Offen­
barung des Johannes durch antike christliche Apokalypsen', in J.-M. Roessli 
and T. Nicklas (eds), Christian Apocrypha. Receptions of the New Testa­
ment in Ancient Christian Apocrypha (Gottingen, 2014) 325-48 at 336-
42. 
50 Bergren, '6 Ezra', 483-85, argues that a 'socio-religious crisis' is the 
historical context behind this battle imagery and the idea that 'impending 
doom' is punishment for sin. As noted above, we need not posit a crisis 
behind this kind of theological reflection. 
51 As Bauckham, 'Latin Vision of Ezra', 510 notes, the discussion of the
anti-Christ fits awkwardly in the narrative of the B manuscript, suggesting 
that it might be a later addition. 
52 In Ques. Ezra A 7 we learn that all humanity is 'wicked' and only the 
martyrs are righteous. As M.E. Stone, 'Questions of Ezra', in Charlesworth, 
Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, l .594, notes, this text employs a Hellenis­
tic demonology, such that the righteous souls rise to the upper atmosphere 
and the wicked souls are imprisoned on a lower plane that is controlled by 
demons. 
53 See R. Bauckham, 'The Conflict of Justice and Mercy: Attitudes to the 
Damned in Apocalyptic Literature', in Bauckham, The Fate of the Dead: 
Studies on the Jewish and Christian Apocalypses (Leiden, 1998) 132-48, in 
which he traces the trope of clemency vs. damnation in the tours of hell and 
compares the apocalyptic conflict to Augustine's reception in C iv. 21.18. 
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and God does not capitulate at all.54 In 4 Ezra Uriel and Ezra seem to 
pick up this battle again, but again justice is the victor, and God's only 
concession is that divine attention will be on the righteous instead 
of the wicked (8:37-40).55 As discussed above, Ezra also 'loses' in 
the Gk. Apoc. Ezra, recalling the statements about God's wrath from 
4 Ezra 8: 34, but defending eternal reward and punishment as fitting 
'wages' (cf. Matt 20: 1-15). Despite this initial concession, however, 
Ezra does win in Gk. Apoc. Ezra 7:5-13, in the sense that he earns 
redemption for those who copy the text and remember his name. 
Finally, in the Lat. Vis. Ezra 89, we have a qualified victory of the 
seer: God capitulates to his request, but only giving the damned a par­
tial respite from their torture.56 In each of these texts, the author is 
forced to moderate between two valuable theological concepts. Because 
of the nature of the theological battle between justice and mercy, 
there can be no clean victory - either Divine mercy is preserved at 
the cost of equity or God's compassion is effaced for the sake of a 
system of punitive justice. Thus, just as the victory of Ezra is ampli­
fied over time, the soteriological significance of the 'win' is under­
played and sublimated to showcase other forms of atonement. 
4. Say a Little Prayerfor Me: Prayer and other Liturgical Sacrifices
as Expiatory
One of the ways that the Ezra apocalypses temper this tension between 
justice and mercy is by emphasizing that ordinary humans, like the 
readers of the texts themselves, can be agents of atonement. As Robin 
Darling Young has argued in her work on martyrdom, early Christians 
were increasingly comfortable mixing cosmic battle language with 
notions of liturgical practices as sacrifice.57 This blended language 
54 As Meyers, Exodus, 260, comments, Moses might 'lose' but because of 
God's refusal to grant mercy 'Moses comes off better than God' in the story. 
55 For a fuller discussion of the theological debate in 4 Ezra see K. Hogan, 
Theologies in Conflict in 4 Ezra: Wisdom Debate and Apocalyptic Solution 
(Leiden, 2008). 
56 As we have argued above, Lat. Vis. Ezra 89 appears to be an amplifi­
cation of the scale of Ezra's victory, a later redaction of the Urtext that 
borrows thematic elements from the popularity of martyrdom literature. 
57 R. Darling Young, In Procession Before the World: Martyrdom as Public
Liturgy in Early Christianity (Milwaukee, 2001). 
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reflects the Christian belief that they were 'participating more and 
more in the heavenly court and temple by that very engagement in 
combat'.58 Communal meals, prayers,59 and other liturgical practices 
came to be seen as 'bloodless sacrifices' in early Christianity. 60
Throughout the Apocalypse of Sedrach, tears are mentioned as 
one of these 'bloodless sacrifices', pointing to repentance as a way to 
participate in the cosmic drama.61 In Apoc. Sedr. 14:4, in response 
to the question about how humanity might be saved, God says 'By 
repentances, supplications and liturgies, through draining tears and 
fervent groanings' (Apoc. Sedr. 14:4).62 At the end of the text (Apoc. 
Sedr. 16: 1-7), Sedrach's pleas for mercy result in salvation that is 
secured by the following means: a person repents for 20 days, remem­
bers Sedrach's name, copies the sermon, or performs a liturgy in 
honor of Sedrach. For the Apoc. Sedr., tears and liturgy are expiatory, 
as is the replication of the apocalypse, the textual artifact that per­
petuates the soteriological loop, by directing others to repentance.63
58 R.D. Young, In Procession Before the World, 61. See also, J. Klawans,
Purity, Sacrifice, and the Temple: Symbolism and Supersessionism in the 
Study of Ancient Judaism (Oxford, 2009) 250-54, who describes the way that 
emulation of temple sacrifice through ritual was also a significant part of 
Second Temple Jewish thought. 
59 Regarding intercessory prayer in early Christianity, see T.J. Kraus, 'Fi.ir­
bitte for die Toten im fruhen Christentum: "Ich werde ... den gewahren, den 
sie aus der Strafe erbitten"', in H. Klein et al. (eds), Das Gebet im Neuen 
Testament (Ti.ibingen, 2009) 355-96. 
60 Moss, Other Christs, 82, goes beyond seeing martyrdom itself as a kind
of public liturgy (as Darling Young argues), 'In certain contexts, such as the 
public reading of the Acts of the martyrs alongside the Eucharist, the mar­
tyr's death most likely functioned as part of a liturgical reenactment of the 
sacrifice of Jesus'; see also B. Eckhardt, '"Bloodless Sacrifice": A Note on 
Greek Cultic Language in the Imperial Era', Greek, Roman, and Byzantine 
Studies 54 (2014) 255-73. 
61 For the Apocalypse of Sedrach, see also Dochhorn, this volume, Chap­
ter XI. 
62 In Apoc. Sedr. 10:4, after Sedrach learns of how his soul will be removed 
from his body after death, and is 'troubled', he describes the way that tears 
can physically heal the human body: 'Lord give me a little while, that I may 
cry, for I have heard that tears accomplish much and can become a sufficient 
cure for the humble body of your creatures'. 
63 E.F. Lupieri, 'Poena aeterna nelle piu antiche apocalissi cristiane apoc­
rife non gnostiche', Augustinianum 23 (1983) 361-72 at 368, notes that Sedrach 
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Likewise, in the Latin Vis. Ezra and the Gk. Apoc. Ezra, the cele­
bration of Ezra's feast day (Latin Vis. Ezra 117), the preservation of 
Ezra's memory (Gk. Apoc. Ezra 7:9) and the copying of the book 
itself (Gk Apoc. Ezra 7:9), all serve a salvific role, enabling the read­
ers of the text to participate in Ezra's mercy-seeking dialogue. In the 
Questions of Ezra, prayer is singled out for its ability to propitiate sin, 
making a direct link between the sacrifice of Christ and the prayers 
and Psalms of David that are offered by a family for a loved one 
(Quest. Ezra A3 l-36). Here, prayer and liturgy are a means by which 
Christian readers can defeat Satan, grounding the expiatory power of 
prayer in cosmic battle imagery and a reflection on salvation history 
(Quest. Ezra A 39-40). In each of these texts, the dialogue between 
God and the seer is ultimately intended to draw the reader into salvific 
liturgical practices. These practices were grounded in hopes that the 
seer's example of self-offering would lead the way, that Satan would 
be defeated, and that righteousness and mercy would win the day. 
5. Conclusion: Implications for Early Christian History
While none of the Ezra Apocalypses sets out to construct a soterio­
logical schema, these texts do reflect theologically on sin, punishment 
and salvation. Scholars who argue that there is no penal substitution­
ary atonement prior to Anselm might be surprised to find Ezra's offer 
to be punished in place of the damned in the Gk. Apoc. Ezra l: 11.64
Although God's initial rejection of his offer might later have been 
interpreted as a condemnation of the ransom theory of atonement,65
widens the horizon as compared to the other Ezra apocalypses, focusing almost 
exclusively on liturgical acts and not ethical ones, as ways to avoid hell. 
64 Aulen, Christus Victor, argues that the 'ransom theory' was dominant
for 1000 years, contending that Anselm invented the concept of penal sub­
stitution. Anselm, Cur Deus Homo 1.11, argues that it is sin for man 'not to 
render his due to God', borrowing feudal language. Compare this phrasing 
with the debate between God and Ezra in Gk. Apoc. Ezra l: 12-18, in which 
God's argument borrows the language of slaves and wages. While Anselm 
was surely influenced by penal conceptions of his own era, the early Chris­
tian apocalypses and their insistence on lex talionis also likely influenced the 
development of penal ideologies. 
65 That the author had the ransom theory of atonement in mind would be
more likely in the case of the Latin Vis. Ezra 89, in which the conversation 
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or ideas like it, the ending of the text indicates that at least one ancient 
audience took Ezra's pleas quite seriously. Our survey of the various 
concepts of atonement in the Ezra apocalypses has revealed that the 
cosmic battle is not the only, or even the most popular concept of 
atonement in the Ezra apocalypses. The diversity that we find is simi­
lar to that which Moss observed in the Acts of the martyrs, noting that 
while one soteriological image might dominate a text, others were still 
at work in the background.66 Unlike the martyrdom literature, however, 
the cosmic battle imagery does not become more popular over time, 
but is augmented by appealing to other soteriological schema.67 The 
imagery of the cosmic contest between God and Satan, in which the 
righteous participate as agents, lent itself to other soteriological images 
of participation. The framework of the battle was woven together with 
the theological debate about the tension between justice and mercy, 
with Ezra's offer of substitution, and expiatory liturgical practices like 
tears and prayer. For later authors the rich material of 4 Ezra was a 
starting point that seemed to demand creative play with the concept 
of atonement, yielding soteriological models in which Ezra's plead­
ing eventually became salvific in and of itself, and his pleas for mercy 
mirrored the expiatory prayers of early Chiistians.68
between Ezra and God is framed around the idea that sin is connected with 
the creation event. 
66 Moss, Other Christs, 110-11.
67 As Moss, Other Christs, 110, notes, the apocalyptic themes of cosmic 
battle made their way into martyrdom literature during the post-Constantin­
i.an period, a period of relative peace, demonstrating the aesthetic appeal of 
cosmic conflict. 
68 I am grateful to the other members of the Ezra Apocalypses conference, 
whose feedback has improved.upon this work. I am especially thankful for 
comments made by Jan Bremmer, Tobias Nicklas, and Edmondo Lupieri. 
I have also presented a portion of this paper at the 2015 Annual Meeting of 
the Society of Biblical Literature, and I am grateful for the feedback I received 
from the Christian Apocrypha section and Tony Burke. All remaining errors 
are my own. And as ever, I am grateful to Candi.da Moss for the lively con­
versations about death, in walking and in writing. 
